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The physical configuration of double-stranded DNA plays a significant role in the protection and expression of genetic material. Studies of biologically relevant DNA configurations show the importance of covalently-closed, circular structures with lengths less than one thousand base pairs. Smaller circular forms must contend with thermodynamic barriers, such as differences between bending and torsional properties of DNA, that may prevent them from reaching an energetically stable, low-energy state. An elastic energy minimization study was conducted using a base-pair step harmonic potential function to observe deformations of a set of DNA minicircles. The topoisomers, of length 150 base pairs, vary in both linking number and the nucleotide coding sequence, comprised of equal numbers of the purine nucleotides adenine and guanine. The initial portion of the study focuses on differences between optimized states found with two homopolymeric models that represent B-form DNA. Additional complexity was introduced by using sequence-specific intrinsic states, incorporating differences in the twist and the roll component of the intrinsic bend at AA, AG, GA, and GG dimer steps. Results show connections between optimized energetic states and the uptake of twist of DNA as well as
changes in local bend and twist, producing high-energy, out-of-plane deformations of the global structures of circles comprised of specific repeated tracts of adenine and guanine. The structural distortions occur in \textit{A}_4\textit{G}_4 \textit{A}_5\textit{G}_5 \textit{A}
sequence motifs in the form of either kinked polygonal optimized states or states of out-of-plane bending. The connection between global distortions and sequence found here may be related to effects sequences seen in naturally occurring DNA circles. Further studies of chains made up of other sequence motifs or incorporating more realistic modeling of DNA, such as the known elastic coupling between bend and twist, are needed to establish firm connections between sequence and global DNA structure.
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LIST OF DEFINITIONS

nt nucleotide; monomer unit of a DNA base pair that contains a phosphate group, a five-carbon sugar, and a nitrogen-containing base
dA adenine (DNA nitrogenous base); also written simply as A
dG guanine (DNA nitrogenous base); also written simply as G
dT thymine (DNA nitrogenous base); also written simply as T
dC cytosine (DNA nitrogenous base); also written simply as C
R purine; an aromatic, dual-ringed structure with four nitrogen atoms
Y pyrimidine; an aromatic, single-ringed structure with two nitrogen atoms
bp base pair; commonly used as a unit of DNA length
WC “Watson-Crick” base pairing motif of A-T and G-C bases
\( \hat{d}_i \) unit vectors of the standard DNA reference frame; either the short axis \((i=1)\), the long axis \((i=2)\), or the base-pair normal to the \( \hat{d}_1 \hat{d}_2 \) plane \((i=3)\)
\( \theta_i \) rotational base-pair step parameters: tilt \((\theta_1)\), roll \((\theta_2)\), and twist \((\theta_3)\)
\( \rho_i \) translational base-pair step parameters: shift \((\rho_1)\), slide \((\rho_2)\), and rise \((\rho_3)\)
\( \vec{p}^n \) 6×1 parameter vector of the \( n^{th} \) step; \( \vec{p}^n = (\theta_1^n, \theta_2^n, \theta_3^n, \rho_1^n, \rho_2^n, \rho_3^n) \)
\( \vec{p}^0 \) rest-state parameter vector of elastic energy 0; \( \vec{p}^0 = (\theta_1^0, \theta_2^0, \theta_3^0, \rho_1^0, \rho_2^0, \rho_3^0) \)
\( \hat{e}_i \) principal component analysis basis vectors
Lk Linking number; topologically-invariant integer value representing the times a curve, \( C \), intersects a surface, \( S \), for which the curve is bounded
Wr Writhe; deformation of the DNA centerline curve
\( k_B T \) Boltzmann energetic factor; \( 1 \ k_B T = 4.11 \times 10^{-21} \) J = 4.114 pN•nm (at 298K)
\( \text{Å} \) Angstrom; \( 1\text{Å} = 0.10\text{nm} = 10^{-10} \) m
INTRODUCTION

The scientific community has experienced sweeping successes over the last several decades in the mapping and manipulating of genomes in viruses, archaea, and more complex multicellular organisms, through the prolific Human Genome Project and CRISPR gene editing technologies\textsuperscript{1,2}. The intricacies of the genetic code—from nucleotide base composition, sequence mutability, and replication from parent to daughter cells—tells only part of the story of DNA. The other critical component lies in the myriad arrangements of the polymer that arise from its unique biophysical characteristics. Breakthrough findings in structural biophysics from a set of Nature papers in 1953\textsuperscript{†} suggested that the DNA polymer is arranged in a double-helical configuration with the chain of paired nucleotides situated between anti-parallel sugar-phosphate backbones. This physical composition makes it difficult to access the nucleotide code without external mechanisms\textsuperscript{3–6}. Using genetic material through transcription\textsuperscript{7–9}, replication\textsuperscript{10}, or recombination\textsuperscript{11,12} relies on protein binding interactions along small tracts of the macromolecule, which introduces various degrees of deformation along the chain. This deformability is essential in the organization of DNA into densely packed regions, mediated with and without protein interactions\textsuperscript{7}.

The ease at which DNA can deform depends on a plethora of factors both internal (e.g. the number of nucleotides in the polymer; the interactions between bases that connect

the backbone chains\textsuperscript{4)} and external (the surrounding solution conditions). The environment surrounding DNA is dynamic, varying in localized solute and ionic concentrations which can perturb the polymer into different forms\textsuperscript{13}. While there are a number of forms that the polymer can take, we focus here on three closely related helical structures, the A-, B-, and C-DNA forms seen in Figure 1.A\textsuperscript{9}, with a right-handed base pair rotation along the 5\’-3\’ direction used in reading the nucleotide sequence\textsuperscript{14–17}. These forms differ primarily in base stacking and twisting of successive base-pairs. B-DNA, the dominant form under physiological conditions, has a regular twist of 10.5 base pairs (bp) per helical turn in solution and a regular stacking where the helical axis closely coincides with the path of the base-pair centers. This contrasts with underwound A-DNA, a form that contains an 11-bp/turn twist, a high inclination angle of base pairs with respect to the helical axis, and a noticeable displacement between the path of the base-pair centers and the central helical axis (Figure 1.A, left)\textsuperscript{18–20}. The overwound C-DNA form (Figure 1.A, right) contains a 9.4-bp/turn twist, a base-pair inclination of orientation opposite to that of A-DNA, and a smaller non-zero displacement of base pairs from the helical central axis\textsuperscript{16,21}.

These relationships at the base pair level influence the overall configuration of DNA (Figure 1.B) and the groove pattern along the polymer. These grooves are channels that occur as the result of the stacking and twisting of repetitive asymmetric base pairs: one of the long sides of the base pair contains both sugar rings that connects a base to the phosphate backbone, resulting in a closer proximity of the backbones and, thus, the minor groove of DNA (Supplemental Figure A.1.3). The major groove, then, are channels made

\footnote{\textsuperscript{4} For a primer on the chemical structure and physical properties of the DNA base pair, see Appendix A.I-DNA: Building from the Base Up}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{9} All 3-D models throughout this text were made using the PyMOL molecular modeling software\textsuperscript{102}.}
from the more open sides of the base pairs. This may suggest the major grooves are more exposed to the solvent environment as opposed to the more sterically restricted side, but there exist different forms of DNA where the minor grooves are more exposed. Sequence studies used to understand DNA forms show that while any sequence can form B-DNA,
tracts of high adenine (dA) content favor B-DNA while tracts with high guanine | cytosine (dG | dC) content favor A-DNA. However, environmental effects may supersede sequence such as the case with low humidity conditions inducing the A form or the presence of lithium salts, forcing the polymer to adopt the C form. With the numerous differences in sequence and local external environment within a cell, a long chain of DNA can be made up of successive tracts with different helical forms, culminating in a configuration with some degree of bend (Figure 1.B). Given the correct conditions, DNA can take forms that appear coiled or circular with relative ease.

**Beyond the Chromosome: Circular Forms of DNA**

The ease at which the DNA polymer can deform due to bend and twist variability appears biologically critical. Methods used to inhibit the transcription of genomic material have been linked to unfavorable changes in the twisting of DNA base pairs, thus imposing some degree of torsional stress which can disrupt the binding of protein machinery. Genomic organization within cellular nuclei and viruses relies on the bendability of the polymer. The importance of both bend and twist deformations can be seen in studies of circular forms of DNA—closed fragments of DNA whose ends are covalently bonded together. Circular forms of naked DNA exist biologically and are more prevalent than previously thought. Cytoplasmic or extrachromosomal DNA (eccDNA) circles commonly range from 200-400 bp in length, but can get as large as 20,000-bp, and often contain repetitive coding and non-coding sequences that can be found in the cellular genome. Circular DNA is essential to the genomic organization in the mitochondria organelle found in the cells of most organisms as it consists of a network of interlocking circles either of...
various sizes such as those found in certain parasites or in more evenly distributed sizes in some mammals\textsuperscript{31–33}. Circular DNAs are a common tool in molecular biology experimentation (commonly referred to as plasmids) and have been used as an improved gene therapeutic due to the ease at which they can be produced and stored\textsuperscript{34–36}.

Use of the moniker “circular DNA” may give the impression that these forms must be uniformly curved and flat in some 2-D plane, but this organization contains a multitude of topology states. A single length and composition of DNA may have several topoisomers, varying in three-dimensional complexity, superhelicity, and compaction. Topoisomers that vary by degree of superhelicity, or supercoiling, are denoted by their linking numbers (Lk), a topologically invariant integer value that depends on the number of times the two DNA backbones wind about each other, thus appearing as chain links between strand crossings if the paths are projected onto a 2D plane (Figure 2.A)\textsuperscript{14,35,37–39}. As they are invariant, topoisomers can only change their linking numbers by external means. This can be done using a topoisomerase enzyme which nicks either one or both of the backbone chains, allowing the double helix to relax by unwinding if some internal stress resulted in a supercoiled configuration\textsuperscript{35,37,40}. The value associated with the linking number depends on how the two strands appear to intertwine, where a right-handed crossing denotes a positive crossing and the sum of those crossings results in an integer value\textsuperscript{38,39}. Mathematical work has shown that Lk can be partitioned into two global properties of the polymer: twist (Tw) and writhe (Wr)\textsuperscript{39,41–44}. The twist or twist density is how the curve made by one of the backbone chain twists about the helical (centerline) axis and is related to how many base pairs are in a helical turn. The writhe of DNA is associated with how the path of the centerline curve deviates from an ideally planar path and is related to the average number
of superhelical crossings made by the polymer chain when viewed in all possible directions. For more planar configurations of DNA, the superhelical writhe is close to zero and, thus, the Lk closely resembles Tw (Figure 2.B, top). However, if a structure has 2-D projections that show superhelical crossings (Figure 2.B, bottom), it will have a non-zero writhe, meaning that the overall structure must be over- or under-twisted if Lk is to be preserved. Additionally, DNA can have a relaxed linking number, Lk₀, derived from a relationship between sequence length and the number of base pairs per helical turn, $N/\gamma$, and rarely an integer value. The linking number difference, ΔLk, between the two values is often used in descriptions of circular superhelicity, where a difference close to zero often represents some open conformation\textsuperscript{45,46}. The naturally occurring, closed-form DNA tends to be unwound, having more base-pairs per turn relative to B-DNA with compensatory
effects along the helical axis that generate a highly writhed, negatively supercoiled state\textsuperscript{38,47}.

The linking number, and thus the overall circular structure, is influenced by the deformability of both the duplex twist and bending of the centerline axis\textsuperscript{48}. This interplay is described in the twistable worm-like chain (TWLC) model\textsuperscript{49} of polymers, which describes how physical stresses can elicit some elastic response with respect to bend and twist stiffness\textsuperscript{50}. These stiffness values are directly related to the persistence length, the length limit that dictates the rigidity/deformability of a polymer in solution and the energy costs required to do so on the Boltzmann energy scale (units of $k_BT$)\textsuperscript{7,14}. Once the length of the polymer extends beyond this limit, the global structure will adopt a configuration that is more easily influenced by entropically-driven thermal fluctuations\textsuperscript{51–54}. Depending on solution conditions, the bending persistence length is often cited as ~50nm while values of torsional persistence range from 25-100nm\textsuperscript{45,55}. As the vertical displacement between bases in B-DNA is 0.34nm, the lengths can be re-expressed as ~150-bp for the bending persistence length and 70-300bp for the torsional length. Both the TWLC and the subsequent Marko-Siggia (MS) model reduce double-stranded DNA to a twistable, continuous polymer rod with no directional preferences in chain bending, known as the elastic rod model\textsuperscript{56–59}. Use of this model means that any subsequent deformational energy will be independent of direction so long as DNA is treated as a thin, inextensible homogenous rod; however, work with the TWLC and MS models can allow for coupling between bend and twist\textsuperscript{58,60–62}. By reducing DNA to such a simplified model, relationships between sequence length and deformability are reduced to a first-order approximation where the equilibrium state depends on the configuration of the helical axis\textsuperscript{57}.
Use of in Silico Methods to Observe Sequence-Dependent DNA Behavior

Exploring the physics of macromolecules has expanded with advancements in experimental methods used in determine structural details (e.g. gel electrophoresis, cryo-electron microscopy, X-ray scattering) and mechanistic properties (e.g. magnetic tweezers). These improvements, in turn, have led to advancements in in silico simulation methods. Experimental work with circular DNA has led to ring-closure, or cyclization, studies using Monte Carlo calculations to determine the probability of circular DNA formation in terms of the Jacobson-Stockmayer, or J, factor relating the rate constants of cyclization and bimolecular association of the linear ends\textsuperscript{53,64}. Evidence has shown that cyclization depends on DNA length typically beyond the persistence length, yet additional results have shown that cyclization of fragments around length 100-bp occur more efficiently than expected by the TWLC model\textsuperscript{49,65}. All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used to resolve discrepancies between single-molecule pulling experiments with various supercoiled forms of circular and looped DNA\textsuperscript{54,59,66}. While these models and simulations are useful in understanding behavior on both coarse-grained and atomic scales, there are obstacles such as the loss of information when producing models that may be too coarse-grained or the computational expense involved in an MD simulation that must account for numerous atomic positions and interactions. A balance in studying structural differences without loss of information has led to the development and use of models that describe DNA at the base-pair step level. This framework allows for new insights into DNA bend and twist behavior, especially how local deformations influence global configurations of circular DNA\textsuperscript{67}.
The nomenclature and calculation schematic for base-pair steps is based on the positional and angular relationships between successive base pairs\textsuperscript{68,69}. Use of six rigid-body parameters from Euler-angle calculations—the rotational tilt, roll, and twist and translational shift, slide, and rise parameters—\textsuperscript{**} can effectively generate 3-D models, as seen in Figure 1.A, where the three forms of DNA have been constructed using the parameter values in Table 1. Using base-pair step parameters to model DNA can be especially helpful in understanding the role nucleotide sequence plays in DNA configurations as structural deformations and equilibrium states have been shown to depend on nucleotide sequence. The bp-step is commonly defined as a dimer step of two successive base pairs with 4\textsuperscript{2} of 16 difference sequence combinations. Longer chain fragments, such as trimer (3 bp) and tetramer (4 bp) steps can also be used in modeling and are frequently treated in terms of the rigid-body parameters describing the constituent dimer steps\textsuperscript{70,71}. Experimental X-ray crystallography studies of a dodecamer sequence spanning a full right-handed turn of B-DNA provided the first clear indication of non-uniform base-pair step parameters along the path of DNA\textsuperscript{72}. In addition, gel electrophoresis studies of DNA fragments with different adenine repeat (“A-tracts”) lengths showed that DNA could be naturally curved, particularly in the fragments with A-tract length ranging from four to six base pairs in length\textsuperscript{73,74}. These differences in global compaction are related to difference in localized bending between the A-tract regions and neighboring DNA, with the bp-step bend related to the tilt and roll angles. Different theoretical models have been developed to account for this behavior, including a nearest-neighbor wedge model based on sequence differences and a long-ranged junction bending model associated with the

\textsuperscript{**} The explanations, calculations, and useful figures of the bp-step parameters are found in Appendix A.II.
Sequence-dependent studies of DNA have clarified structural details and revealed a series of unique structural steps. The 16 possible dimer step sequences reduce to ten unique sequences due to self-complementary that arises from the antiparallel nature of DNA. Closer inspection of the dimer steps shows that AA, AG, GA, and GG steps have similar parametric values as TT, TC, CT, and CC steps, respectively. This complementary relation is also seen between the CA and TG steps and the AC and GT step, thus accounting for the lower number. The dimer steps can also be separated into three standard chemical classes based on coding strand ring-types: pyrimidine-purine (YR), purine-purine (RR), and purine-pyrimidine (RY) steps, with the pyrimidine-pyrimidine (YY) behaving similarly to RR steps. Compiled structural data surrounding YR bp-steps indicates that these steps are the easiest to deform owing to the weak interactions associated with lesser base stacking\textsuperscript{80}. Analysis of the roll-twist values in these three dimer groups has shown an interesting split within RR steps. The dispersion of the AG and GG step twist values is greater than that of the AA and GA steps, which have a greater dispersion in roll values and, thus, bend values as the dispersions across tilt are relatively similar\textsuperscript{80}. This difference in bending and twisting supports observations from solution studies of A-tract bending, particularly in how under-twisted GG steps favor bending into the major groove, resulting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tilt ($\theta_1$)</th>
<th>Roll ($\theta_2$)</th>
<th>Twist ($\theta_3$)</th>
<th>Shift ($\rho_1$)</th>
<th>Slide ($\rho_2$)</th>
<th>Rise ($\rho_3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-DNA</td>
<td>0.0°</td>
<td>12.4°</td>
<td>30.3°</td>
<td>0.00 Å</td>
<td>-1.39 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-DNA</td>
<td>0.0°</td>
<td>1.7°</td>
<td>36.0°</td>
<td>0.00 Å</td>
<td>0.45 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-DNA</td>
<td>0.0°</td>
<td>-11.5°</td>
<td>38.4°</td>
<td>0.00 Å</td>
<td>1.75 Å</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in a (-) roll angle, while over-twisted AA steps bend into the minor groove and a (+) roll\textsuperscript{68,81,82}. As more structures of either naked or protein-bound DNA are solved at improved resolutions with improved biophysical technologies, continual use of databases, such as the Protein Data Bank (https://rcsb.org\textsuperscript{83,84}) and the Nucleic Acid Database (http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu\textsuperscript{85}), will allow for improved modeling of the ten dimer steps and, within each step, the relationships among the rigid-body parameters\textsuperscript{80,81}.

The effectiveness of base-pair step parameters extends beyond constructing 3-D models DNA as these parameters can be used in determining the elastic energy of a collection of bases with respect to known rest-states and elastic stiffness constants. For idealized models meant to represent B-form DNA, the elastic stiffness constants are used in determining persistence lengths from observational data, while models with increased sequence-dependence uses the covariance between the rigid-body parameters from known structures. A 2003 computational study of the effect of base-pair sequence on the equilibrium configurations of DNA described the total energy of a 150-bp kinked polygonal form of circular DNA as the sum of elastic energies at each step\textsuperscript{86}. These kinked polygons were constructed from repeats of alternating 5-bp tracts of naturally straight steps with 5-bp tracts of locally bent steps. However, this study lacked a way to differentiate the equilibrium states that reflect different sequences. Inspired by the A-tract rigid bending observed in gel electrophoresis studies, the study conducted here investigates the role that nucleotide sequence plays in elastically-optimized configurations of 150-bp circular topoisomers with sequences of varied A and G tract lengths. This study utilizes a range of rest-state models that increase in complexity from homopolymeric models of linear B-DNA to sequence-dependent rest-state models with dimer-specific differences in bend and
twist parameters. This study uses the same set of elastic force constants for each step thereby allowing all differences in optimized states to be the result of the unique rest state of each dimer step\textsuperscript{46,87}.
METHODOLOGY & CALCULATIONS

As advancements continue in biophysical experimentation and structural characterization, so do *in silico* research methods, particularly in optimization and dynamical studies of DNA configurations. *In silico* methods require a balance between expense and detail: a 100-bp chain of DNA contains nearly three thousand atomic coordinates, each used within a fully detailed simulation to describe numerous angular relationships, bonding arrangements, and non-bonded interatomic distances. While an all-atom approach in studying a configuration of DNA may provide highly detailed structural information, such a study can be computationally expensive to perform and manage. A coarse-grained treatment may produce a less expensive model, but the quality of the model is tied to the size with which one approximates the repeating unit of the DNA chain. In the past, coarse-grained models have approximated a number of successive bases by a single sphere, resulting in models similar to beads on a string\textsuperscript{63,88,89}. While models were readily generated, the large size of the base leads to a model of less detail, making it difficult to understand the possible deformations along the chain. The base-pair-level approach used here allows one to model the ~3000 atomic coordinates in a 100-bp chain as a series of 99 base-pair steps, which can also be in used in the minimization of the elastic energy.

*Initial Circular Models*

Three initial circular states of length $N=150$-bp were used for this study, with different bp-step parameters and coding sequences of dA and dG residues. Each starting state was constructed from a collection of $N$ bp-step vectors, $\vec{P}$, made up of the six
translational and rotational bp-step parameters\textsuperscript{\textdagger}. The 6x1 vector at the \(n\)th bp-step has the form:

\[
\vec{p}^n = (\theta_1^n, \theta_2^n, \theta_3^n, \rho_1^n, \rho_2^n, \rho_3^n) 
\]

[1]

These parameter vectors can be further converted into a collection of \(N+1\) base pair positions and reference frames using either the Web 3DNA server (http://web.x3dna.org/) or the 3DNA command line software package\textsuperscript{17,90}. To accurately model circular DNA, an additional condition must be applied so that the first and last base pairs overlap at the final step connecting the ends. This is done by adding a virtual base pair that has the same base pair position \(\vec{o}_{N+1}\) and orthonormal reference frame \(\vec{B}_{N+1}\) as the first base pair\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl}:

\[
\vec{o}_1 = \vec{o}_{N+1}, \quad \vec{B}_1 = \vec{B}_{N+1}.
\]

[2]

Two of the initial circles are analytically-constructed planar circles using intrinsic twist angles associated with either 10.5- or 10.0-bp/turn (34.3° and 36.0°, respectively). These two twist angles produce relaxed linking numbers, \(L_{k_0}\), of 14.3 and 15.0, thus naming these initial circles as P-14 and P-15 (Figure 3 in green and yellow, respectively).

The initial rotational parameters at the \(n\)th step can be calculated from the formulas:

\[
[\theta_1]^n = \Gamma \sin(n\theta_3) 
\]

[3]

\[
[\theta_2]^n = \Gamma \cos(n\theta_3) 
\]

[4]

\[
[\theta_3]^n = 360^\circ \left(\frac{L_k}{N}\right). 
\]

[5]

\textsuperscript{\textdagger} Explanations and calculations of the bp-step parameters are found in Appendix A.II. The Base-Pair Step

\textsuperscript{\textdaggerdbl} A note on mathematical representation:

A vector will be italicized and represented with an arrow above variable (as \(\vec{v}\)); a unit vector will be italicized and represented with a hat above variable (as \(\hat{v}\)); a matrix will be bold-faced without symbols (as \(\mathbf{M}\)) while an element within a matrix with be denoted using square brackets and subscript index notation of the \(i\)th row, \(j\)th column order (as \([\mathbf{M}]_{ij}\)); for basis representation, curly braces will be used to contain basis unit vectors, such as the commonly used Cartesian coordinate system \(\{\hat{x}, \hat{y}, \hat{z}\}\).
The use of the sine and cosine functions generates a smooth planar circle of zero writhe and constant radius, as seen in Figure 3. The tilt and roll angles equations described in [3] and [4] ($\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$, respectively) are related to the bending angle $\Gamma$ at each of a bp-step given by the quotient of $360^\circ$ and the circular length in bp,

$$\Gamma = \frac{360^\circ}{N} = \sqrt{\theta_1^2 + \theta_2^2}; \quad [6]$$
thus, for \( N = 150 \text{-bp} \), \( \Gamma = 2.4^\circ \). The initial twist, \( \theta_3 \), depends on the length of the circle and the initial linking number of the structure. It is important to note that the relaxed linking number can be a non-integer value. If the 150-bp circle is constructed using the integer linking number of 14, the initial twist is 33.6°, or 10.7-bp/turn. If constructed with \( \text{Lk} \ 15 \), the initial twist is 36°, or 10 bp/turn. The third topoisomer is a kinked polygon referred to as an “o-ring” of \( \text{Lk} \ 15 \) (R-15, Figure 3 in alternating red and blue). This o-ring is constructed by repeating a 10-bp structural motif whose first five bp-steps are naturally straight followed by five steps that are locally bent while maintaining the same isotropic translational parameters:\(^{86}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
[p]^{1-5} &= (0^\circ, 0^\circ, 36.00^\circ, 0 \, \text{Å}, 0 \, \text{Å}, 3.4 \, \text{Å}), \\
[p]^{6-10} &= (0^\circ, 7.413^\circ, 35.568^\circ, 0 \, \text{Å}, 0 \, \text{Å}, 3.4 \, \text{Å})
\end{align*}
\]

This parametric repeat, with its jumps in bend and differences in twisting, is somewhat analogous to having regions of B-DNA next to regions of A-DNA. This linear/bent repetition means the o-ring is essentially constructed with two roll values and no tilt as opposed to the isotropic bending in the analytical constructs. For all initial circles, the translational parameters used were those of ideal B-DNA and are the same throughout the initial states:

\[
[p_1, p_2, p_3]^n = [0 \, \text{Å}, 0 \, \text{Å}, 3.4 \, \text{Å}].
\]

To study the influence of nucleotide sequence, each initial circle is set with a series of specific nucleotide sequences along the coding strand as seen in Figure 4. Previous works surrounding the mechanism behind A-tract bending used various poly(dA)-poly(dT) tracts that varied in tract lengths and compositions\(^{77,91,92}\). Here, the sequences are built from an \( A_X G_X \) sequence repeat, where \( X \) represents the tract length of either base in the DNA
sequence (from 1 to 5), to narrow the focus to a single nucleotide base type (the dual-ringed purine). Use of this sequence repeat maintains the same number of dA and dG bases used in each circle but changes the dimer content: as X increases, the number of homodimeric steps (AA, GG) will increase (Figure 4). In the cases of the X=2 and X=4, a starting cap of GGG and an ending cap of AAA has been used to ensure a 150-bp sequence.

Elastic Energetic Optimization with emDNA

Determination of optimized states using the three sets of initial circular structures was conducted using the emDNA software package\textsuperscript{46} conducted either locally or using the Office of Advanced Research Computing (OARC) Amarel computing cluster at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey (https://oarc.rutgers.edu). The emDNA toolkit utilizes elastic energy minimization calculations in bp-step parameter space to build molecular
models of DNA. The optimization calculations center around the quadratic expression for the elastic energy at the \( n \)th base-pair step, \( \psi^n \), such that:

\[
\psi^n = \frac{1}{2} (\vec{p}^n - \vec{p}^o)^\top (\mathbf{E}_{\text{STEP}})^n (\vec{p}^n - \vec{p}^o)
\]  

[9]

In the quadratic expression, the \( 6 \times 1 \) vector \( \vec{p}^n \) is taken from the collection of base-pair steps for a particular starting configuration state \( \vec{P} \), \( \vec{p}^o \) is the parameter vector of a zero-energy intrinsic state that may depend on bp-step sequence, and \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{STEP}} \) is a \( 6 \times 6 \) elastic stiffness force constant matrix that may also depend on step sequence. The overall optimization calculation utilizes a gradient descent method with respect to step parameters, \( \frac{\partial \psi^i}{\partial p^i} \). For this study, the bp-step size is a dimeric step (denoted with an XY sequence) but can be potentially expanded to a tetrameric step.

The dimer-specific rest-states and elastic constants used in Equation 9 can be sourced from a wide range of options that include experimental data from solved, three-dimensional biophysical structures or from predictive modeling using atomic-level molecular dynamics simulations. Surveys of high-resolution crystal structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank have provided critical insights into relationships between nucleotide sequence and base-pair step parameters, and as the quality of biophysical methods increase so too will the quality of dimer and tetramer step parameters\(^80\). Structural studies have already shown that the polymer tends to bend more easily into the grooves than along the phosphate chains, hence changes in bend are more commonly associated with roll values than tilt\(^93,94\). There is also, on average, a slightly greater variation in bend than twist. Similarly, changes in translational slide along the long axis of the reference frame are easier

\[88\] A detailed explanation of the optimization calculations for emDNA is found in Appendix A.III. Elastic Energy Minimization Calculations
than changes in shift along the short axis. In comparison to these shear components, changes to the vertical rise are much smaller due to base-stacking interactions.

Although a plethora of sequence-specific structural data continue to be solved, there is enough evidence that supports the use of a simple physical model to best understand the elastic behavior of a chain of DNA. As there is a natural propensity for unbound DNA to be in the B-form, an isotropic, inextensible rod model of DNA mimicking the twistable worm-like chain model that is independent of sequence is employed here, referred to as the IdealDNA model (Table 2). Additional simplistic models which do not account for sequence composition include a set of unculled B-DNA parameters from a 1998 survey of the Protein Data Bank that represented a mixed assortment of sequences in ligand-free crystals (referred to here as the BDNA98 model). This set of parameters has a non-zero intrinsic roll and slide, parameters defined relative to the long $\hat{d}_2$ axis, as well as a reduced rise, or vertical displacement. However, as the dispersion for each of these parameters is high, BDNA98 model is considered low-quality based on early limited data.

These simple homopolymeric models provide insights into deformation, but models can increase in sophistication by taking consideration of either the intrinsic parameters or elastic stiffness parameters based on the step sequence. For this study, the changes in models associated with step sequences are done for dimer steps and are only applied to the intrinsic step parameters (Table 3). Naturally curved regions of DNA from A-tracts have been found to be the result of cooperativity between roll and twist. Analysis of curved
DNA showed differences in roll at different dimers, particularly a decrease of ~5° in the roll of the AA dimer compared to the three other RR steps (AG, GA, GG) (Table 3). These RR-step roll values are combined here with the same elastic stiffness constants as the isotopic rod model to produce what is termed the Zhurkin three-state model, but without the +5° increase in roll as that applies to YR dimer steps CA and TG. Separate analysis of dimeric twist from electrophoretic, crystallographic, and nuclease digestion data reported ten sequence-dependent twist values based on the ten unique dimer sequence steps, referred to here as the Trifonov ten-state model. Thus, each of the four RR steps in the current study will have its own twist value, with the AG step twist as the most under-twisted of the four and the GG dimer, at 10.69-bp/turn twist, at the closest to the isotropic
rod model of 10.5 bp/turn (Table 3). These two models can be combined for a more robust analysis of sequence dependence.

The 6×6 elastic force constant matrix in Equation 9, just like the intrinsic parameters, can be influenced by the step sequence in the model. Each value in this matrix represents a relationship between any pair of step parameters and can be broken up into four 3×3 matrices,

\[
E_{XY} = \begin{bmatrix} F_{XY} & G_{XY} \\ G_{XY} & H_{XY} \end{bmatrix}, \tag{10}
\]

organized with respect to either the rotational \((F_{XY})\), translational \((H_{XY})\), or rotational-translational \((G_{XY})\) parameters. For both the homopolymeric and sequence-dependent rest-state models, optimization will focus solely on changes with respect to the rotational parameters and will not take account of any effects of step sequence. Focusing on rotational parameters will result in a 6×6 diagonal matrix after (i) setting \(G_{XY}=0\), (ii) setting all cross-parameter interaction constants to zero \(([E_{XY}]_{ij}=0 \text{ for } i \neq j)\), and (iii) suppressing any changes of the translational parameters by setting the elastic stiffness terms for shift, slide, and rise to a high value \((20.0 \frac{k_B T}{\text{Å}^2})\). The choice of bend and twist elastic stiffness constants for these rest-state models comes from the experimentally-determined bending persistence length and its relationship with stiffness due to twist\(^{65}\). Use of the 3.4-Å rise of the isotropic B-DNA model and the bending persistence of 47.77-nm result in angular fluctuations of ±4.84° from the following modified equation\(^{65,97}\):

\[
a = \frac{2 \rho_3}{\langle \theta_1^2 \rangle + \langle \theta_2^2 \rangle}, \tag{11}
\]

where \(a\) is the persistence length, \(\rho_3\) the rise, and \(\langle \theta_1^2 \rangle\) and \(\langle \theta_2^2 \rangle\) the root-mean-square fluctuations for tilt and roll, respectively. To preserve bending isotropy, both the tilt and
roll stiffness are assumed to be identical. Separate studies on DNA minicircles that explored equilibrium topoisomer distributions and intercalating agent effects led to the use of a twist fluctuation of ±4.09°, corresponding to a torsional persistence length of 66.63-nm and a ratio between the stiffness constants of twist to bend of 1.4. This produces the elastic stiffness matrix used for each of the dimer sequences given in Equation 12.

\[
E_{XY} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.0427 \text{deg}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0.0427 \text{deg}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0.0598 \text{deg}^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 20 \text{Å}^2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 20 \text{Å}^2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 20 \text{Å}^2 \\
\end{bmatrix} k_B T \quad [12]
\]

For every element of this matrix, the inverse-root of each non-zero element corresponds to the square of the parametric fluctuations. As with the intrinsic parameters, these elastic force constants can change with respect to different XY dimer sequences; however, this is the only place in the elastic energy calculation where parametric coupling, such as roll-twist, can be incorporated.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The results discussed here are from elastic energy minimization calculations carried out on 150-bp minicircles that vary based on initial circular structure and nucleotide sequence, as summarized in Table 4. This study was conducted in two parts: the first focusing on the use of homopolymeric models—the isotropic rod model of B-form DNA (the IdealDNA model) and a set of B-form DNA parameters compiled from a 1998 Protein Data Bank survey (the BDNA98 model)—and the second focusing on sequence dependence. The latter portion of the study was conducted to understand the role nucleotide sequence plays in reaching low-energy stable states, primarily focusing on how base-pair step bend and twist influence the global structure. This is done using one of three forcefields, each of which differs in rest-state step parameters but maintain identical elastic force constants consistent with a bending persistence length of 47.77nm, torsional:bending stiffness ratio of 1.4, and no cross-parameter coupling. These forcefields include: the Trifonov model, which emphasizes variation in bp-step twist; the Zhurkin model, emphasizing bp-step roll; and a third model that brings together the two individual forcefields referred to as the Zhurkin-Trifonov model (Table 3 in Methodology). Here, variation in roll is used as the component of bend that describes the opening and closing of grooves and is more likely to change compared to the tilt parameter, whose values reflect asymmetric stretching and compression in the phosphate backbones. To ensure that the rotational step parameters are the main influences in elastic optimization, all changes to the translational shift, slide, and rise parameters are suppressed (Equation 12).
Elastic Energy Minimization Using Homopolymeric Forcefields

The planar P-14, P-15, and polygonal R-15 initial circles were subjected to homopolymeric optimization calculations to determine if the differences in topological linking number and/or initial bp-step parameters will result in different optimized energetic states. Molecular models of the resultant optimized configurations showed no locally bent regions and a regular twist of base pairs along the double helical axis (Figure 5.A and Supplemental Figure A.IV.1). Calculations of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the IdealDNA and BDNA98 configurations of each circular state resulted in values of less than 2-Å, with circles of the latter model having a slightly smaller mean

Table 4. Summary of the initial circular structural details separated by structural construction and sequence composition. For additional details, visit the Methods “Initial Circular Models” section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Details</th>
<th>Initial tilt, roll, twist ($\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-14</td>
<td>Planar Lk(_o) 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-15</td>
<td>Planar Lk(_o) 15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-15</td>
<td>O-ring Lk(_o) 15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A(_X)G(_X) Sequence Details</th>
<th>Sequence from central 20 base pairs (n=66-85)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X = 1</td>
<td>A(_1)G(_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = 2</td>
<td>A(_2)G(_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = 3</td>
<td>A(_3)G(_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = 4</td>
<td>A(_4)G(_4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = 5</td>
<td>A(_5)G(_5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Elastic Energy Minimization Using Homopolymeric Forcefields**

The planar P-14, P-15, and polygonal R-15 initial circles were subjected to homopolymeric optimization calculations to determine if the differences in topological linking number and/or initial bp-step parameters will result in different optimized energetic states. Molecular models of the resultant optimized configurations showed no locally bent regions and a regular twist of base pairs along the double helical axis (Figure 5.A and Supplemental Figure A.IV.1). Calculations of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the IdealDNA and BDNA98 configurations of each circular state resulted in values of less than 2-Å, with circles of the latter model having a slightly smaller mean

***These three initial circular states are described in Methods: Initial Circular States. The number in the shortened names matches the initial linking number. Summaries of these circles are found in Table 4.
radius due to its lower intrinsic rise. This slight difference in atomic positions is evident once the optimized models are superimposed on the first base pair (red arrows in Figure 5.A), showing an apparent global tilt of both the BDNA98-optimized circular states of initial linking numbers 14 and 15 with respect to the isotropic IdealDNA circles. Use of 3-D principal component analysis (PCA) on the base-pair origins of each optimized state showed that optimization with the IdealDNA model resulted in perfectly planar circular structures while those optimized with the BDNA98 forcefield shows periodic deviations out of the \( \hat{e}_1 \hat{e}_2 \) principal axes plane (Supplemental Figure A.IV.1). Data in Table 2 showed that the intrinsic BDNA98 parameters include both a higher step roll and twist than IdealDNA, so one would anticipate an optimized model that has a consistent opening of the minor groove. These changes occur in concert with translation along the long axis.
between successive base pairs, i.e. slide, and may work in concert to yield the overall change in optimized global structure. Additionally, while the P-15 and R-15 initial states differed in bp-step parameter values (Figure 3 in Methodology), optimization of both circles resulted in configurations with identical rigid-body parameters but out or phase base pair origin positions of the BDNA98 states (Supplemental Figure A.IV.1).

While PCA of the isotropically-optimized bp origins showed perfectly planar circles, the differences in linking number lead to differences in the twisting of base pairs about the double-helical axis, which plays a significant role in determining accessible energetic states. Each initial circle resulted in two different energy states based on the homopolymeric forcefield used, resulting in differences in magnitude by at least half (Figure 5.B). This difference appears to be tied to properties of the initial circle, with the isotropic rod model favoring the P-14 circle and the BDNA98 model favoring both the P-15 and R-15 circles Because of the similarity between the optimized bp-step parameters of the P-15 and R-15 circles, these optimized energetic values are identical, as expected.

As there is no coupling between parameter terms in the forcefields, the total energy can be partitioned by bp-step parameter, highlighting how parameters contribute to the optimized state (Figure 5.B). In the case of these two simplified models, differences are seen in dimeric twist. Regardless of the intrinsic rest-state used, each optimized state has a total bending contribution of $18.5-k_BT$ due to the uniform $2.4^\circ$/bp-step bend needed for a circle of length 150-bp to close. Comparison between the initial state and rest-state twist angles offers an explanation as to why P-14 has a much lower twist-contribution to the energy than P-15 for the IdealDNA model but higher for the BDNA98 model. The initial twist for P-14 is identical to the twist of IdealDNA ($34.3^\circ$), while the initial twist for P-15
and R-15 are closer to the BDNA twist (35.4°). However, optimized twist angles show something slightly different, as exhibited in Figure 6, which highlights optimized roll and twist values with respect to a ½-$k_BT$ energy barrier (dashed ellipse) whose center lies at the rest-state values. The optimized twist values associated with P-15 and R-15 are, again, consistent with the initial and BDNA98 intrinsic twists, resulting in low twist energy contributions with this forcefield and twist values relatively close to the center of the energy barrier. However, the P-14 optimized twist are slightly lower than both the initial and IdealDNA intrinsic twist. As stated earlier, the P-14 initial constructs were made with a 34.3° twist, in line with 10.5-bp/turn and a relaxed linking number of 14.3, which can be a non-integer value. However, the optimized twist angles as seen in Figure 6 are 33.6°, in line with an imposed linking number of exactly 14. As these minicircular models are

Figure 6. Optimized roll and twist parameters with respect to the ½-$k_BT$ energy barrier of the 150-bp minicircles. (Left) Optimized bp-step roll and twist from IdealDNA optimizations of the planar circles of Lk 14 (P-14, green ○) and 15 (P-15, yellow ▲), and the o-ring of Lk 15 (R-15, blue ▲) within the ½-$k_BT$ energy barrier (dashed ellipse), centered at (0°, 34.3°). The optimized twist angles do not vary in any optimized state and are those specifically associated with planar circles of Lk 14 (θ=33.6°) and Lk 15 (θ=36.0°). The optimized roll angles range between ±2.4° and when used with the optimized tilt angle result in a uniform bend of 2.4° (Supplemental Figure A.IV.2). (Right) Optimized bp-step roll and twist from the BDNA98 optimizations of the P-14, P-15, and R-15 initial minicircles within the energy barrier centered at (1.40°, 35.4°). Both the Lk 14 and Lk 15 plots have a slightly negative slope, indicative of a slight variation in twist, with a repeat in the ±2.4° range of roll values.
constructed with the first and last base pairs perfectly overlapped and optimization procedures were specific to keeping the last base pair frame rigid throughout the calculation, the optimized linking numbers must be integer values, so the emergence of the 33.6° optimized twist is expected. While the bp-step twist optimized to single values related to the linking number of the initial state, the bp-step roll values vary along the circle. The range of this spread is within 2.4° of the intrinsic roll value for each forcefield and is similar to what occurs with optimized tilt (Supplemental Figure A.IV.2). As the bend at each step is directly related to the tilt and roll of that step (Equation 6), this behavior is expected due to the assumed isotropic bending of the model.

**Incorporating Sequence-dependent Intrinsic Twist and Roll**

Use of the homopolymeric forcefields highlighted differences between the initial constructs mainly because of the topological linking numbers, where results showed differences in low-energy states that depend heavily on the relationship between the intrinsic and optimized twists. While optimized bend remained constant due to the length of the circles, further work can be done to determine the extent to which bend and twist influence elastic energy minimization at the bp-step level. This will be done by utilizing a set of rest state models that vary in the intrinsic twist and/or roll based on the dimer sequence. Optimization calculations were conducted on the three 150-bp initial states, each of which were set with one of five purine-rich sequence motifs whose dimer sequences were uniformly distributed (Table 4), resulting in a total of 15 initial states. While three initial configurations were used, the optimized states of both the planar P-15 and o-ring R-15 were again identical (as seen in the homopolymer optimization results). Therefore, for
the remainder of this study the results will be grouped by the linking numbers of the initial states: the planar P-14 circular data will now be labeled Lk 14 while both the planar P-15 and polygonal R-15 data will now be combined and labeled Lk 15.

The total elastic energy from each optimized set of minicircles is compiled in Figure 7, organized by rest state models, initial linking numbers, and nucleotide sequences. As the stiffness constants are uncoupled, the elastic energies can by partitioned between bend and twist contributions. A quick glance of Figure 7 shows that the majority of the low energy states involve the Lk 14 topoisomers and that, similar to what was observed in homopolymeric optimizations, both the optimized energies reflect the dimer twist while the bend contributions to elastic energy do not deviate significantly from the 18.5-$k_B T$

Figure 7. The optimized elastic energy values (units of $k_B T$) of the Lk 14 (green) and Lk 15 (yellow) 150-bp minicircles using sequence-dependent forcefields whose elastic force constants were identical. Separate plots are from the three different intrinsic rest states used: the twist-specific Trifonov model (left), the roll-specific Zhurkin model (center), and the combined Zhurkin/Trifonov model (right). The labels along the x-axis are of the sequences used in the initial circular states (see Table 4 for additional details). Each column is partitioned based on bp-step parameter contributions, with bending contributions (darker colors) placed below twist contributions (light colors). (Left) Energetic values from optimization with the Trifonov model show that Lk 14 circles are the consistent low energy states once homodimers are incorporated into the sequence with little to no twist contribution to elastic energy. (Center) Energetic values from optimization with the Zhurkin model show that, again, the Lk 14 circles are the lowest energy states. However, this pattern changes for the A_5G_5 sequence, where there is a major shift not only in the lowest energy state but also in the bending energy contributions. (Right) Energetic values from optimization with the combined Zhurkin-Trifonov model show similar energetic states between the A_2G_2-A_4G_4 states here and the Trifonov results and between the A_5G_5 states and the Zhurkin optimization.
value. The only deviations that occur in bending contributions are found in circles with the A₃G₅ sequence motif that are optimized with forcefields that have non-zero intrinsic roll values. These results show either somewhat higher (Lk 14) or substantially lower (Lk 15) energetic contribution from bend. Detailed analysis of results is organized with respect to the rest-state model used in the optimization.

I. Optimization with the Trifonov Rest-State Model

Closer inspection of the energy results from the twist-specific Trifonov model in Figure 7 (left) shows a possible relationship between energetic state and homodimer sequence content. Results surrounding the A₁G₁ sequence, made up of repeating AG and GA heterodimers, show that the elastic energy values for Lk 14 and Lk 15 are similar enough that the states are almost equally accessible. However, topological calculations showed that the linking number associated with the optimized Lk 15 starting circles changed to 13. A change in the linking number by 2 is common in bp-step optimization of supercoiled states if unrestricted by electrostatics or path collisions. A 150-bp circle of Lk 13 will be under-twisted at 31.2° (11.5 bp-turn), with a dimer twist that is within 1° of the average between the AG (27.7°) and GA (36.9°) Trifonov rest-state twist angles (Table 3).

Upon introduction of AA and GG homodimers, optimization results showed a clear separation in energetic states while staying in the same topological states. The next longer sequence motif order, A₂G₂, resulted in a decrease in energy of the Lk 14 state compared to that of A₁G₁ and a marked increase in the Lk 15 states. As the sequence motifs lengthen to A₅G₅, the optimized energies stay relatively similar for Lk 14 while there is a difference in Lk 15 optimized energies. The increase in AA|GG dimers and the decrease in AG|GA
dimer lead to lower energies. As the Trifonov model pertains to changes in twist, each optimized state maintains the same bending energy contribution; thus the difference in optimized energy sits squarely in twist (Supplemental Figure A.IV.3). This recurrence in bending energy was observed above in the homopolymer optimizations and was associated with planar circles with no geometric writhe. Molecular models of the Trifonov-optimized circles, seen in Figure 8, show that the optimized states are planar and the paths of bp origins are only slightly different for the different sequences. When compared to the isotropic circles subject to the same initial conditions and sequences, the RMSD values for each circle was less that 0.40-Å, signifying little to no structural deviations from ideal with the exception of the $A_1G_1$-Lk 15 optimized state. This optimized state with a lower linking number and no out-of-plane bending has a higher RMSD of 9.36-Å from the difference in base pair twisting throughout the model.

Changes in optimized twist alone do not appear to influence the optimized structure but do influence the overall energetic state. Analysis of the bp-step data shows that as the number of homodimers increases (Figure 4), the mean optimized bp-step twist increases...
from 32.05° to 33.93° (Table 5). There also are differences between mean and expected twists of Lk 14 and Lk 15, which may add in explaining the different energetic patterns. While the twist differences for both circles increase with homodimer content, the Lk 14 differences start slightly below zero, becoming positive at the A3G3 sequence, while Lk 15 differences begin at -2.7° for A2G2 and increase to -2.1°. These discrepancies in magnitude appear connected to the magnitude of the bp-step twist contributions to elastic energy: greater twist contribution is the result of a greater difference in bp-step twist from zero. However, there does not appear to be a trend between increasing the length of homodimer tracts to differences in elastic energy as optimization of control sequences A150 and G150††† showed that the Lk 14 circles favored the dG-only sequence while Lk 15 circles favored the dA-only sequence, both with elastic energy values of 18.5-kB T due to the bending term as twist is close to 0 in the homopolymeric examples. This is be expected due to the relations between the starting state linking number and the intrinsic twist of AA and GG

The change in bp-step twist, ΔθTw, is calculated as the difference between the mean bp-step twist and the twist associated with Lk 14 (33.6°) and Lk 15 (36.0°) for circles of length 150-bp.

* The optimized linking number associated with this state is 13, not 15, hence the large difference.

††† The three control sequences include an all-dA sequence (referred to as A150), an all-dG sequence (G150), and a 50:50 sequence of 75 dA bases followed by 75 dG (A25G25).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>⟨θTw⟩linear (σTw)</th>
<th>[ΔθTw]Lk 14</th>
<th>[ΨTw]opt Lk 14</th>
<th>[ΔθTw]Lk 15</th>
<th>[ΨTw]opt Lk 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1G1</td>
<td>32.05° (5.30°)</td>
<td>-1.55°</td>
<td>7.54 k_BT</td>
<td>-3.95° *</td>
<td>5.40 k_BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2G2</td>
<td>33.30° (4.43°)</td>
<td>-0.30°</td>
<td>0.06 k_BT</td>
<td>-2.70°</td>
<td>28.17 k_BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3G3</td>
<td>33.62° (4.07°)</td>
<td>0.02°</td>
<td>0.31 k_BT</td>
<td>-2.38°</td>
<td>20.38 k_BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4G4</td>
<td>33.87° (3.83°)</td>
<td>0.27°</td>
<td>0.91 k_BT</td>
<td>-2.13°</td>
<td>16.96 k_BT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5G5</td>
<td>33.93° (3.69°)</td>
<td>0.33°</td>
<td>1.48 k_BT</td>
<td>-2.07°</td>
<td>14.85 k_BT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Relating dimer twist angles to the bp-step twist energy, ΨTw, from the optimized states using the Trifonov twist-only forcefield.
steps (Table 3). Additionally, the A75G75 control sequence resulted in energies where the optimized states were separated by 1-k_BT, as seen with the A1G1 circles. However, unlike the A1G1 circles, there were no changes in topological linking numbers, signifying the influence of heterodimer sequences. Here, the A1G1 sequence repeated a constant change in intrinsic twist between 27.7° to 36.9°, yet the A75G75 circle has one half at a constant 35.6° and its other half at 33.7°, thus a much less severe disruption to the intrinsic twist.

II. Optimization with the Zhurkin Rest-State Model

Observations from minimization with respect to changes in the intrinsic bp-step twist showed a significant splitting of energy levels as the number of AA|GG homodimers increased. Use of the Zhurkin model forcefield—with values in intrinsic roll of -2° for AA, which narrows the minor groove, versus +3° for AG, GA, and GG dimers—did not reproduce the same sequence-specific pattern (Figure 7 center vs. left). The optimization results did maintain the Lk 14 states as the stable low-energy states for most of the sequences with the exceptions of the A5G5 sequence circles. These A5G5 circles not only show the Lk 15 circles optimized to the more favorable state but a significant change to parameter energy values was observed as the bending energies appear to drop dramatically from the 18.5-k_BT values seen previously. In fact, the bending energies associated with the A_XG_X sequence motifs for X=1-4 vary around 18.5-k_BT. Analysis of these step-level energetics shows a variance in both the bend and twist contributions (Supplemental Figure A.IV.4). This unequal distribution in step-level energies, not seen with the Trifonov model, does not seem to steadily change with homodimer content although the standard deviations of the twist and bend energy is greater for A4G4 than the A1G1-A3G3 sequences.
(Supplemental Table A.IV.1). The A₅G₅ sequence circles have either a substantial (Lk 14) or minimum (Lk 15) spread in energy while they both appear to have only one parametric change that affects its total energy—the Lk 14 twist energy is much higher than that of other four sequences while having a relatively similar bending energy. In comparison, the bend energy of the Lk 15 circle drops significantly while maintaining a similar twist contribution. This change in bend contribution is interesting as the number of base-pairs of the circle did not change, indicating that the drop in bending energy of the Lk 15/A₅G₅ circle with respect to the X=1-4 sequence motifs to approximately 3-k_BT is tied to having four homodimeric steps in a row (thus the same roll angle). For a tract of 10-bp in the A₅G₅ circle, the four AA dimers have an intrinsic roll of -3° and are then followed by six dimers with a roll of +2° in the respective AG, GG, and GA dimers. With the Trifonov twist-specific model, the poly-A tracts are met with changes to twist but have a much higher difference between the AA and AG steps (-7.9° between the AA and AG step) than at the GA and AA steps (-1.3° between GA and AA).

Observations in energetic behaviors at the dimer level appear to agree with structural observations, particularly in the rise of out-of-plane bending with structures of higher total energy. Principal component representations using the bp origins of each of optimized state show some degree of variance in the short \( \hat{e}_3 \) axis (Figure 9). For both Lk 14 and Lk 15 initial states, the A₁G₁-A₃G₃ sequences optimized to relatively similar planar structures as expected due to the similarities in optimized energetic values. However, PCA projections of the A₄G₄ optimized states, which have similar energy values as the previously-mentioned three, show regions of high variance by comparison, highlighted in the bottom portions of Figure 9 showing the \( \hat{e}_3 \)-components along the circular sequence.
The starkest difference lies in the different PCA projections for the A₅G₅ sequences of either state. The Lk 14 optimized structure, which contains one region of high accumulated dimer energy and one of low, is a writhed structure unlike the planar Lk 15 structure of low bending energy, which is a planar circle with the least short axis variation.

Inspection of the A₄G₄ molecular models shows slightly writhed circular structures with locally-bent regions whose global configurations resemble kinked polygons (Figure 10.A). The number of locally-bent regions found in the molecular models matches the number of local maxima observed in PCA projections (Lk 14 has five, Lk 15 four) as well as the number local maxima found in bp-step parameter profile (Supplemental Figure A.IV.5). These maxima for both the dimer bend and twist are coincident along the
sequence, indicating that for a localized bend to occur in these sequence-specific constructs there must be regions of high dimer bend with an overtwisted region. Unlike twist, the dimer bend is highly variable throughout the sequence, especially in regions of high twist, and the occurrence of structural bending may be the result of the placement of two dimer steps with high bend that are separated by 1 turn of DNA. A look at the variation of dimeric bend shows this spread in both Lk 14 and Lk 15 circles starts at an AG heterodimer and spans to the interior GG dimer in a poly-G tract 10 base pairs away (Figure 10.B). Figure 10.B also shows the decomposition of the dimer step energy profiles into bend and twist that highlights a different relationship: while bend and twist energy appear periodic, regions of energy maxima for one parameter coincide with minima of the other. This comparison also shows that the dispersion of energetic regions along the circular sequence.
configuration appears driven by bending energy, even though this trend is not observed in optimized dimer bend values.

Principal component analysis of the Zhurkin-optimized A₅G₅ minicircles (Figure 9, gold lines) showed both the largest and smallest variations in the PCA axes for the Lk 14 and Lk 15 states, respectively, with the former having the greatest writhe and, thus, out-of-plane bending. Thus, detailed structural models were produced of the A₅G₅-Lk 15 state in Figure 11, where 11.A shows the spread of dimer-step energies and 11.B the dimer-step bend (exterior) and twist (interior). These models highlight observation in base-pair step analysis, detailing that for the first half of the sequence, the structure is highly energetic (A, exterior, red), under-twisted (B, interior, green) and accompanied by large differences in bend between immediate bp-steps. This changes for the last half, with an overtwisted region (Figure 11.B, central model, red region) with small changes to bend. Both changes in rotational parameters have a local and global periodicity, although the variation in twist are more apparent in the first-half of the sequence and accompanies regions with significant changes to bend. An interesting feature to the change in bend is that at the maxima associated with the change in twist, the changes in bend appear to change its periodic behavior either by flattening out (centered at n=33) or forming a wave peak triplet (centered at n=108). The changes to the A₅G₅ optimized rotational parameters are also periodic with the Lk 15 states; however, unlike the changes found in the A₄G₄ where the maxima overlapped, the changes in twist and bend are out of phase such that each parameter maximum aligns with the other parameter’s minimum. This repetition was not demonstrated in the optimized circles using the Trifonov rest state, even though these states were all planar circles.
As there appeared to be periodic behaviors of the optimized bp-step parameters for both the A₄G₄ and A₅G₅ circles, linear models were constructed of each sequence using the intrinsic bp-step parameters of the Zhurkin model. Of the linear models constructed, the A₄G₄ and A₅G₅ models resulted in constructs with periodic helical curvature (Supplemental Figure A.IV.6). The A₄G₄ linear model generated a spiral-like construct while the A₅G₅ model curved in such a way that a 2-D projection is an approximate half-circle. Due to the regularity of the A₄G₄ linear model, additional analysis was conducted to determine the superhelical character of the chain repeat to gain a better understanding of the kinked polygonal appearance of the optimized states (Figure 12). This was done using a method developed by Miyazawa by identifying virtual parameters of the polymer—bond length

Figure 11. Comparison of the optimized configuration of the 150-bp Lk 14 A₅G₅ minicircle from the Zhurkin roll-specific forcefield with both bend and twist parameters and energy values. (A) The molecular model with the view down the central axis (top) and rotated -80° about global x-axis (bottom) shows an overall bend of the structure. The exterior model is colored with respect to dimer step energy with a three-color min/max gradient (yellow for relative minimum energy, red for relative maximum). The interior models are colored with respect to the dimer step sequence (AA steps in orange, AG in red, GA in green, GG in blue). (B) The molecular model colored with respect the min-median-max of both optimized bend (exterior, in blue-white-red) and twist angles (interior, in green-white-red). (C) Profiles of elastic energy (top) and mean shifted optimized parameters (bottom) along the sequence. The total (black), bend (blue), and twist (green) energies show a region of high energy with a maximum at the 28th and 38th bp-steps and a region of low energy with a minimum at the 108th step. The parameter behavior, highlighted in (B), shows the high energy region consists of low dimer twist with great bend variance while the low energy region has higher twist and little bend variation. The backgrounds are colored to highlight stretches of homopolymer sequences with the top horizontal axis labeled to indicate poly-A (pale yellow) and poly-G (grey) tracts. The inset figure at the top shows the energy profile between bp-steps 90-125, a region of low elastic energy.
(r), bond angle (φ), and torsional angle (τ) between points along the polymer separated by a specific fragment size. From these parameters the distance of each atom to the helical axis ($\rho_{SH}$), the translation between two fragment points ($d_{SH}$), and the rotation ($\theta_{SH}$) of those points all with respect to the helical axis can be found from the following:

$$\theta_{SH}^i = \arccos \left( 2 \cos \left( \frac{\tau_{1}}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{\phi_{1}}{2} \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} [13]$$

$$d_{SH}^i = \frac{r_{1} \sin \left( \frac{\tau_{1}}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{\phi_{1}}{2} \right)}{\sin \left( \frac{\theta_{1}}{2} \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} [14]$$

$$\rho_{SH}^i = \sqrt{\frac{r_{1}^2 - d_{SH}^2}{2 (1 - \cos(\theta_{1}))}}$$  \hspace{1cm} [15]$$

The results of these calculations for both A₄G₄ and A₅G₅ are found in Table 6. The fragment sizes from both sets of calculations matches the monomeric sequence repeat length. In addition, the location of the superhelical axis of the A₄G₄ model is in much closer proximity to the path of the DNA chain than that of the A₅G₅ model.

Figure 12. Fragment analysis of an A₄G₄ linear model optimized with the Zhurkin roll-specific forcefield. (Top) The 150-bp linear molecular model of the A₄G₄ sequence with DNA bases colored based on coding strand sequence (adenine (dA) in yellow, guanine (dG) in blue). (Bottom left) The path of the base pair origins of the A₄G₄ linear model in 3-D space (yellow ○) with a projection of the path on the x-y plane (black line) and calculated fragments using the Miyazawa superhelical method of size n=8 (dotted red lines). (Bottom right) Rotated view that looks down the A₄G₄ superhelical axis.
III. Optimization with the Combined Zhurkin/Trifonov Model

Previous elastic energy minimization calculations revolved around sequence-specific differences with respect to either the dimer twist or dimer roll, resulting in different parametric and structural data. Looking back, the Trifonov model had more variation in its intrinsic states than the Zhurkin model, as the former had four unique twist values (one for each dimer sequence) as opposed to only two unique roll values in the Zhurkin model. Even then, the Zhurkin model’s variability hinged only on one homodimer, the AA sequence. These two sets of values for roll and twist were subsequently combined into a single rest-state to observe any differences that may result. However, construction of the 150-bp linear models with the A₄G₄ and A₅G₅ sequences shows that the initial states for the Zhurkin and Zhurkin/Trifonov combined models are very similar, suggesting that the optimized states between these two models shall also be similar (Supplemental Figure A.IV.7 and alignment data in Supplemental Table A.IV.2). Analysis of the optimized energetic data of the combined Zhurkin/Trifonov model seen in Figure 7 (right) shows that most optimized circular states are similar to the Trifonov energetic states except for the A₅G₅ circular states.

Investigation of the mean bend and twist energies of all three sets of rest states used, organized in Figure 13, show that the twist energy profiles of the Trifonov and combined models are similar. However, the combined model (Figure 13.C) has a variance in the energy along the optimized states not seen in the Trifonov-optimized states (Figure 13.A).

Table 6 Superhelical parameters of the A₄G₄ and A₅G₅ linear models optimized with the Zhurkin roll-specific forcefield using the Miyazawa polymer calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment Size</th>
<th>ρ&lt;sup&gt;SH&lt;/sup&gt; (Å)</th>
<th>d&lt;sup&gt;SH&lt;/sup&gt; (Å)</th>
<th>θ&lt;sup&gt;SH&lt;/sup&gt; (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A₄G₄</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₅G₅</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The emergence of energetic variation through the circular structure is also seen in the bending profile of the combined model, which resembles values from the Zhurkin model (Figure 13.B). This spread is also seen in the energetic profiles of the total, bend, and twist energies for each circle-sequence combination (Supplemental Figure A.IV.8 and Supplemental Table A.IV.3). These profiles, particularly those associated with the Lk 15 circular models, show general energy profiles dispersed like those from the Trifonov optimized results yet have different degrees of periodic behavior along the sequence, like

Figure 13. The optimized bp-step energies for the three sequence-specific forcefields separated by bend and twist parameters. This plot of mean dimer energy per step acts as a complement to Figure 7 with the addition of standard deviations. This figure is organized with dimeric twist on the left and dimer bend on the right. (A) Trifonov optimized twist and bend energy/step values. (B) Zhurkin optimized twist and bend energy/step values. (C) Combined Zhurkin/Trifonov optimized twist and bend energy/step values. The twist profile seen in (C) is similar to the Trifonov pattern in (A) for all homodimer-containing sequences except for the Lk 14 AsG₅ structure, which is like the Zhurkin optimized twist seen in (B). This comparison to the Zhurkin-optimized states continues with the bend contributions for all five sequences.
the Zhurkin profiles. The total energy profiles of these Lk 15 optimized states (Figure 13, yellow bars) show a low and high energy region with the A₄G₄ sequence as observed with Zhurkin rest states but the emergence of a similar pattern with the A₂G₂ sequence at roughly similar positions along the sequence (Supplemental Figure A.IV.8).

This spread of energetic values can be better understood upon closer inspection of the roll-twist parameter space with respect to ½-k_BT energetic barriers for, as an example, the different A₅G₅ states (Figure 14). For the Trifonov model, all optimized twist values fell into four specific values while there was a spread of optimized roll; however, the tilt-roll parameter space showed uniform bend of 2.4° and, thus, no variance of twist, bend, and dimer energy. The Zhurkin model, with only two intrinsic roll values, resulted in a large spread of dimer twist and roll for Lk 14 circles or very little spread of either parameter in Lk 15 circles. The combined model appears to decouple the parameter spread seen in the Zhurkin model with respect to the intrinsic twist as the spread of heterodimers AG and GA appears to be the same for both Lk 14 and Lk 15 circular models.

Although differences in optimized parameters are observed, they did not seem to alter the overall structures of the optimized states. Examination of the molecular models between the Zhurkin and combined Zhurkin/Trifonov optimized states showed very little structural differences, as initially speculated from similarities in linear models, with RMSD values from sequence-based structural alignments of less than 0.5-Å. There were subtle structural differences observed with the A₂G₂/Lk 15 optimized circle (RMSD 1.36-Å), which also showed a small difference in its energetic profile reminiscent of the A₄G₄ profile (Supplemental Figure A.IV.8). The differences in energy profiles between A₂G₂ and A₄G₄ compared to the other sequences may be the result of the unique guanine and adenine trimer
sequence caps that were used in these circles to ensure a 150-bp length with as uniform a dispersion of the sequence repeat (see Table 4). However, these differences in A₂G₂ optimized states of Lk 15 circles emerged only after use of the combined model. The linear models constructed with the A₂G₂ sequence showed very little differences in local curvature.

Figure 14. Relationship between the optimized roll and twist step parameters from the three sequence-dependent forcefield optimizations of the A₅G₅ sequence with respect to the ½-k_BT energy barrier. (A) Optimized roll (x-axis) and twist (y-axis) parameters from the Lk 14 A₅G₅ minicircles. (B) Optimized roll and twist parameters from the Lk 15 A₅G₅ minicircles. The three plots in both (A) and (B) depict the three forcefields: Trifonov (twist-specific, left), Zhurkin (roll-specific, center), and the combined Zhurkin/Trifonov (right). Each energy barrier (dashed ellipse) is specific to the dimer-specific rest state values for each forcefield (AA yellow, AG red, GA green, and GG blue [see Table 3 for specific values]). Between the two sets of data, the Lk 15 optimized configuration, which is the high energy state from the Trifonov optimization and the lower-energy states for the other two, does not result in different roll/twist paired values as compared to the Lk 14 optimized states. This is especially true for the roll-influenced forcefields where the Lk 15 states appear to have two smaller regions of roll as opposed to the wide range of both roll and twist values in the Lk 14 optimized states. The combined forcefield appears to decouple the optimized twist and roll values while maintaining similar positions with respect to the elliptical centers.
CONCLUSION

The global properties of mesoscale models of circular DNA are better understood when exploring the role of the constituent base-pair steps. This interplay between these levels of molecular structure can clarify observed behavior from previous experiments, including cyclization studies and how covalently closed forms of DNA can be formed, utilized, and protected in cellular environments. Developing a solid physical understanding that includes the influence nucleotide sequences play in DNA structure is a critical step forward in studying circular DNA and their role in cellular organization and implications to genetics and cancer research. Model development is especially useful regarding DNA chain sizes that are not easily deformable and requires a lot of energy to stay cyclized, even with multiple topoisomers that could exist for a given fragment size. The question of how differences in local level structure influences the global configuration of circular DNA remains for both experimental and computational research, especially once one includes protein-associated interactions and localized melting, bending, or kinking of base pairs that may result.

This study was designed to focus on a circular DNA size associated with the experimentally observed bending persistence length of 150-bp. In addition, two topoisomers closest to the relaxed linker number of 14.3 (150-bp±10.5-bp/turn) was used as there will be a difference in the spatial disposition of successive base pairs that arises due to base pair twisting. Use of homopolymeric B-DNA models showed that twist influences which energy states are accessible and that structures of similar initial twist but different initial local-level bend will optimize to the same global configuration.
Incorporating sequence-dependence by using a repeated sequence motif of purine-purine steps provided local level control in this study, imparting rotational differences at the step level to see if they may lead to difference in global detail. Cases where only the local twist constantly changed did result in a topological change as optimization towards the lowest energy state occurred while produced global structures that maintained a planar structure with no discernable writhe. Studies where global writhe did occur were the result of incorporating changes to local bend through the opening and closing of the minor groove. Emergence of kinked polygonal shapes for A$_4$G$_4$ sequence motif structures from roll-dependent optimization calculations led to a question of sequence composition as there was an inconsistent step pattern at the terminal ends of the sequence. Study of an A$_6$G$_6$ monomer repeat (data not shown) which also had the same terminal end discrepancy resulted in highly-writhed, triangular shaped configurations that emerge from the same forcefields which is interesting due to previous studies of A-tract behavior and rigid curvature for spans of A$_5$ and A$_6$ within fragments$^{74,79}$.

One commonality across this study was the use of identical elastic force constants, something that works for idealized model use but does not work for study of a comprehensive sequence-dependent model. However, use of the optimization software allows for researchers to develop and implement forcefields that change the elastic force constants and incorporate parametric coupling of their choice. One such parametric coupling of interest has been the relationship between bend and twist. Recent physics experiments on single-molecule pulling and computational molecular dynamics simulations have been looking closely at the coupling between the roll and twist parameters$^{54,59,62}$. Theories such as the Marko-Siggia and twistable worm-like chain
models incorporate the coupling of bend (both isotropic and anisotropic types) and twist. Preliminary findings from incorporating a roll-twist coupling term with the homopolymeric models with an elastic stiffness term of $0.80 \cdot E_{\text{roll}}$ (data not shown) show a uniform decrease in total optimized elastic energy values but does show an increase in the variation of the optimized step parameters.

Results from this study did highlight how differences in local structure of topoisomers from nucleotide sequence resulted in changes to global structure. In the case of the AsGs sequence motif, the results did align with expectations from experimental findings pertaining to the rigid bending of A-tracts. By expanding this study to include the replacement of dG tracts with pyrimidines, increasing tract sizes beyond five, and incorporating elastic coupling terms, a physical model can be developed and used on structures of curved, looped, or circular forms of DNA found from experiment.
APPENDIX

A.I. DNA: Building from the Base Up

DNA is the most fundamental macromolecule in living cells and has a specific physical composition that allows for its characteristic double-helical shape. The helical backbones of DNA are made up of repeating nucleotide repeats, seen in Figure A.I.1 (left), containing an acidic phosphate group, a five-carbon ringed sugar, and a nitrogen-contained base. Along the backbone are phosphodiester linkages between the phosphate groups and deoxyribose sugars, where two oxygen atoms on one phosphate group bond to a 5’ carbon of one sugar and a 3’ carbon of a second \(^{15,101,102}\). Opposite the phosphodiester linkages on the sugar is the β-glycosidic bond that connects the sugar-phosphate backbone to a nitrogen atom on one of the four ringed, planar bases (Figure A.I.1 right)– adenine (dA), guanine (dG), thymine (dT), or cytosine (dC). The rotation angle of the glycosidic bond influences the orientation of the quasi-triangular base—the clockwise α-face configuration as seen in Figure A.I.2 results in an arrangement of edges with various degrees of steric restriction that plays a role in binding activity, with the more active and open edge (the “Watson-Crick”, or “WC”, edge) pointing away from the phosphate backbone and the more restricted edge (the sugar edge) containing the glycosidic bond\(^{12,15,103–105}\). The Watson-Crick edges are the sites of the canonical WC R•Y/Y•R base-pairing, where hydrogen bonds form between one single ringed pyrimidine (Y) base with its complementary dual-ringed purine (R) base as follows: the ‘AT’ and ‘TA’ base pairs (A•T/T•A) and the ‘GC’ and ‘CG’ base-pairs (G•C/C•G). An additional characteristic of canonical WC base-pairing is the arrangement of the sugar edges in that they occupy the same side of the base-pair (cis
WC-WC interaction), causing the vertical axes of each α-face to run in an antiparallel direction\(^{103,105,106}\). Experimental evidence has shown that additional base-pairing interactions can occur, particularly with the third edge of the purine bases (the “Hoogsteen” edge)\(^{107-111}\). However, the isomorphous geometry of the canonical WC pairing allows for each possible base-pair combination to fit into the regular structural scaffold of the double-helical polymer\(^{15,105}\).

The establishment of base-pair (bp) level organization helps to explain certain details of the macromolecule assembly of DNA, especially details of its characteristic helix. The canonical Watson-Crick base-pairing leads to the anti-parallel arrangement of the helical backbone chains, solidified by the internal hydrogen bonding network which,

---

\(^{103-106}\) Two examples that incorporate the Hoogsteen edge are the Hoogsteen base-pair, where the Hoogsteen edge of a purine base interacts with the WC edge of its complementary pyrimidine base, and a base triplet, where a purine in an undisturbed WC base-pair will Hoogsteen pair with the WC edge of a neighboring third base (e.g. \((\text{C}\cdot\text{G})^*\text{G}\) or an \((\text{T}\cdot\text{A})^*\text{T}\))
Along with the pi stacking interactions between neighboring base pairs, leads to a highly stable structure. As evidence from molecular biology shows proteins “read” the DNA from the 5'-3' direction along one of the polymer backbones, the antiparallel strands are subsequently labeled as the coding and complementary strands based solely on which strand is being read. This anti-parallel assembly has an added structural element in that both Hoogsteen edges in the WC base-pair will face the same direction and both sugar edges face the opposite direction, resulting in regions that are either more exposed to the external environment or more sterically crowded. This environmental exposure works for the hydrophilic sugar-phosphate backbone but not the hydrophobic bases whose edges are exposed, so a twist is imposed to best protect the internal genetic material, commonly in the right-handed orientation. A grooving pattern emerges as a result (see Figure A.I.3), accentuated by the proximity of the sugar-phosphate backbones to one region of the macromolecule: a major groove, which contains the exposed Hoogsteen/CH edges, and a minor groove, housing the more restrictive sugar edges. This combination of stacking and
twisting leads to a highly stable structure but does allow for a degree of variability due to environment that leads in differences in groove widths and grooving patterns, observed as far back as the initial structural findings from Franklin and Gosling\textsuperscript{3}. 

Figure A.I. 3. The major and minor grooves of DNA. A model of double-stranded B-form DNA (left) that shows the difference in widths of the major (purple dotted lines) and minor (red dotted lines) grooves. In this model the green strand is the coding strand moving in the 5′-3′ direction (in this perspective, this direction is vertical). The black boxed outline highlights the dimer step on the right, which shows that the grooves depend on the edges of the base pairs. The base-pair edge exposed to the major groove consists of the Hoogsteen edge of a purine base and the CH edge of a pyrimidine base (purple bars) while the minor groove edge contains both sugar edges of the base pair (red bars).
A.II. The Base-Pair Step

To build the meso-scale model, the planar DNA base pairs will have assigned to them a standard right-handed orthonormal reference frame, $\mathbf{B} = \{ \mathbf{d}_1, \mathbf{d}_2, \mathbf{d}_3 \}$, with axes that capture features of an ideal, planar, anti-parallel Watson-Crick (WC) base pair (Figure AII.1). The $\mathbf{d}_1$ axis of the plane runs parallel to the pseudo-dyad axis of an ideal base pair, pointing in the direction of the major groove. The $\mathbf{d}_2$ axis runs parallel to the vector that connects the C1’ atoms of the sugars in the base pair. The base-pair normal $\mathbf{d}_3$ is the cross-product of $\mathbf{d}_1$ and $\mathbf{d}_2$ with the positive direction chosen to run parallel to the 5’-3’ direction of the coding strand. The origin, $\mathbf{o}$, is chosen to minimize the displacements of the pyrimidine Y(C6) and purine R(C8) atoms along the $\mathbf{d}_1$ axis. The origins and local reference frames of a collection of DNA base pairs are used to construct the segmented pathway of the double-helical polymer.

The construction of a chain of $N$ base pairs can be described in terms of the geometry of successive base pairs, i.e. each base-pair step as seen in Figure A.II.2. The origins $\mathbf{o}^n$ and $\mathbf{o}^{n+1}$ on base pairs $n$ and $n+1$ are used to calculate the distance vector of step $n$, $\mathbf{r}^n$. The two orthogonal reference frames associated with these origins, $\mathbf{B}^n$ and $\mathbf{B}^{n+1}$, can be described courtesy of a rotation matrix, $\mathbf{D}^n$, that relates these two rigid bodies with a unique rotation angle, $\phi^n$, about some unit axis, $\mathbf{u}^n$. This rotation matrix is generated

---

$\textit{A note on mathematical representation.}$

A vector will be italicized and represented with an arrow above variable (as $\mathbf{v}$); a unit vector will be italicized and represented with a hat above variable (as $\mathbf{v}$); a matrix will be bold-faced without symbols (as $\mathbf{M}$) while an element within a matrix with be denoted using square brackets and subscript index notation of the $i^{th}$ row, $j^{th}$ column order (as $[\mathbf{M}]_{ij}$); for basis representation, curly braces will be used to contain basis unit vectors, such as the commonly used Cartesian coordinate system $\{ \mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y}, \mathbf{z} \}$. 


from the multiplication of the reference frames and is related to the ZYZ Euler-angle rotation.

\[ D^n = (B^n)^\top B^{n+1} = Z(\zeta^n)Y(\kappa^n)Z(\eta^n) \]  \hspace{1cm} [A1]

with angles \( \zeta^n \), \( \kappa^n \), and \( \eta^n \). The final ZYZ rotation matrix can be used to extract the Euler angles from multiplying the reference frames bases as follows:

\[ \kappa^n = \arccos([D^n]_{33}) : \kappa^n \in [0, \pi] \]  \hspace{1cm} [A2]

\[ \zeta^n = \arctan2([D^n]_{23}, [D^n]_{13}) : \zeta^n \in [-\pi, \pi] \]  \hspace{1cm} [A3]

\[ \eta^n = \arctan2([D^n]_{32}, -[D^n]_{31}) : \eta^n \in [-\pi, \pi] \]  \hspace{1cm} [A4]

For angles \( \zeta^n \) and \( \eta^n \) the inverse \( \arctan2(y, x) \) or \( \arctan2(\sin, \cos) \) function is used to account for different signs within the rotation matrix.

**** The classical definitions of axial rotation matrices for some rotation, \( \theta \), are used here:

\[ X(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\ 0 & \sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta) \end{bmatrix}, \ Y(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) & 0 & \sin(\theta) \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin(\theta) & 0 & \cos(\theta) \end{bmatrix}, \ Z(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) & 0 \\ \sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]
As such a rotation requires the two bases to be coincident to produce the axis-angle representation, a mid-step frame, $s^n$, is generated at a position halfway between the respective origins where half the total rotation between $B^n$ and $B^{n+1}$ occurs. This frame requires a new angle, $\gamma^n$, with a separate $ZYZ$ rotation, defined below.

$$s^n = B^n D^s_n = B^n \left( Z(\zeta^n) Y \left( \frac{\kappa^n}{2} \right) Z(\gamma^n) \right)$$  \[A5\]

$$\gamma^n = \frac{1}{2} (\eta^n - \zeta^n)$$  \[A6\]

These calculations result in a six-dimensional vector, $\vec{p}^n$, that describes a base-pair step with three rotational parameters ($\theta_1^n, \theta_2^n, \theta_3^n$; tilt, roll, and twist, respectively) and three translational parameters ($\rho_1^n, \rho_2^n, \rho_3^n$; shift, slide, and rise, respectively):

$$\vec{p}^n = (\theta_1^n, \theta_2^n, \theta_3^n, \rho_1^n, \rho_2^n, \rho_3^n)$$

$$\vec{p}^n = (\kappa^n \sin(\gamma^n), \kappa^n \cos(\gamma^n), \zeta^n + \eta^n, \vec{r}^n \cdot [s^n]_1, \vec{r}^n \cdot [s^n]_2, \vec{r}^n \cdot [s^n]_3)$$  \[A7\]

with $[s^n]_j$ representing the $j^{th}$ column of the mid-frame basis. Figure AII.3 below shows a representative form of each of the six bp-step parameters. The tilt and roll parameters...
comprise the bending components of a base-pair step, while the shift and slide parameters comprise the shear components.

If a collection of step parameters is given and one wishes to derive the collection of base pair reference frames, start by obtaining the Euler angles for each step as follows:

\[
\tan(\gamma^n) = \frac{\theta_1^n}{\theta_2^n} \tag{A8}
\]

\[
\kappa^n = \sqrt{\left(\theta_1^n\right)^2 + \left(\theta_2^n\right)^2} \tag{A9}
\]

\[
\zeta^n = \frac{1}{2} (\theta_3^n) - \gamma^n \tag{A10}
\]

\[
\eta^n = \frac{1}{2} (\theta_3^n) + \gamma^n \tag{A11}
\]

The rotation matrices \(D^n\) and \(D_s^n\) can be made from these Euler angles. To generate the reference frame of the \(n+1\)th base pair, the \(n\)th base-pair reference frame in needed. If unknown, use the global reference frame of position \((0, 0, 0)\) and the identity basis matrix.

Figure A.II. 3. The six base-pair step parameters. (top) The three rotational parameters tilt, roll, and twist (top) and the three translational parameters shift, slide, and rise (bottom). The tilt and roll parameters make up the step bend, \(\Gamma\), while the shift and slide make up the step shear. Each model is oriented such that the coding strand sits to the left of each base pair and the minor grooves face front (yellow). Each model represents the positive value associated with each parameter.
The translational parameters $\rho_1^n, \rho_2^n, \rho_3^n$ will be used to get the step displacement vector while the rotation matrix from the construct the reference frames:

$$B^n D^n = B^{n+1}$$  \[A12\]
A.III. Elastic Energy Minimization Calculations

Use of rigid-body parameters are effective in describing differences along the DNA influenced by the chirality of the polymer at any point along its contour length and the elastic stiffness through bending, torsional, shearing, and stretching deformations. These deformations arise from the relationships between sugar-phosphate backbones and base-pair stacking along the helical axis\(^{39,45}\). For simplicity, the elastic energy of a base-pair step \(\vec{p}^i\) can be calculated from a quadratic function that for every \(i^{th}\) base-pair step in a collection of \(N\) base-pairs,

\[
\psi^i = \frac{1}{2}(\vec{p}^i - \vec{p}_{XY})^T \mathbf{E}_{XY} (\vec{p}^i - \vec{p}_{XY}),
\]

\[
\mathbf{E}_{XY} = \begin{bmatrix} F_{XY} & G_{XY} \\ G_{XY} & H_{XY} \end{bmatrix}
\]

In the base-pair step energy expression, \(\vec{p}_{XY}\) denotes the 1x6 parameter vector from a stress-free intrinsic state for some dimer step sequence XY while \(\mathbf{E}_{XY}\) is a 6x6 elastic stiffness force constants matrix that can be broken up into multiple 3x3 matrices that describe rotation-rotation (\(F_{XY}\)), translation-translation (\(H_{XY}\)), and rotation-translation (\(G_{XY}\)) step parameter relationships\(^{96}\). The deformations that occur at this level depend on the defined rest state and not on neighboring base-pair steps, thus the total elastic energy is the sum of all step-level energies,

\[
\Psi = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \psi^i
\]

Previously established energetic models work for a continuous tract of DNA and not for a base-pair step level collection. A predictive model developed by J.F Marko and
E.D. Siggia (the MS theory) related elasticity to the local deformation strains, $\Omega$, about a coordinate frame along the arc length, $s$, in the following form\textsuperscript{56}:

$$E = \frac{k_B T}{2} \int_0^L \left( A_{11} \Omega_1^2 + A_{22} \Omega_2^2 + A_{33} \Omega_3^2 + 2A_{23} \Omega_2 \Omega_3 \right) ds$$ \hspace{1cm} [A15]

Here, the $A_{ij}$ are stiffness constants associated with the ease at which deformations occur over a given length. The MS theory can be further limited from this first-order approximation by stipulating that DNA is influenced only by a generalized bend ($A_{11} = A_{22} = A$) and twist ($A_{33} = C$) with no coupling ($A_{23} = 0$)\textsuperscript{49}. This limitation is referred to as the twistable worm-like chain model (TWLC),

$$E = \frac{k_B T}{2} \int_0^L \left( A \Omega_{\text{bend}}^2 + C \Omega_{\text{twist}}^2 \right) ds$$ \hspace{1cm} [A16]

Stiffness along a polymer arises from angular correlations between neighboring bonds or segments and will decay after some distance limit, known as the persistence length\textsuperscript{50,115,116}. Once a polymer extends beyond this size limit, its global configuration will be influenced by entropically-driven thermal motion and would be considered more flexible. In the case of the TWLC model, there are two persistence lengths and depending on solution conditions, the bending length is often cited at \sim 50nm (150bp) while values of twist persistence ranges from 25-100nm (70-300bp)\textsuperscript{45}. Between the two, findings have pointed toward bending deformability as more influential in the ease or difficulty linear DNA can deform without loss of energy. While effective, the TWLC model does not account for a coupling between bend and twist which surveys of structural data suggest plays a role in configuration\textsuperscript{44,59}.

The optimization of a collection of DNA base pairs starts with the gradient of the elastic energy of a base-pair step,
\[
\frac{\partial \psi^i}{\partial p^i} = \frac{1}{2} \left( E^i_{XY} + (E^i_{XY})^\top \right) (\vec{p}^i - \vec{p}_{XY}) = (E^i_{XY})_s (\vec{p}^i - \vec{p}_{XY})
\]  

[A17]

where a symmetric version of the elastic stiffness constants matrix is used\(^{117}\). This form is used to determine the variation of the total elastic energy for the complete collection of DNA base-pairs in Equation [A10].

\[
\delta \psi = \left( \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \Phi} \right)^\top (\delta \Phi) = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \left( (E^i_{XY})_s (\vec{p}^i - \vec{p}_{XY}) \right)^\top (\delta \vec{p}^i)
\]  

[A18]

While this works for the parameterization of base-pair steps from a set of \( \vec{p}^i \) vectors, there are dependencies on the base-pair origins and the base-pair frame axes within the rigid-body parameters that make the use of this gradient method difficult. Therefore, a vector with the step degrees-of-freedom (“step dofs”), \( \vec{\varphi}^i = (\alpha^i_1, \alpha^i_2, \alpha^i_3, r^i_1, r^i_2, r^i_3) \), is constructed, where \( \alpha_1-\alpha_3 \) are identical to \( \theta_1-\theta_3 \) and \( r_1-r_3 \) are the components of the distance vector between step origins, \( \vec{r}^i \). Like the collection of step parameters \( \vec{P} \), the set of \( 6(N-1) \) step dof vectors is defined as \( \vec{\Phi} \). The variation in base-pair step parameters \( \delta \vec{P} \) is related to the variation in step dofs through a Jacobian matrix \( J_{\vec{\Phi}} \) with respect to the step dofs.

\[
\delta \vec{P} = J_{\vec{\Phi}} \delta \vec{\Phi} = \left( \frac{\partial \vec{P}}{\partial \Phi} \right) \delta \vec{\Phi}
\]  

[A19]

This leads to an expression of the elastic energy gradients between base-pair step parameters with the step dofs.

\[
\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \Phi} = (J_{\vec{\Phi}})^\top \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \vec{P}}
\]  

[A20]
Figure A.IV. 1. Structural analysis of the 150-bp optimized minicircles using homopolymeric forcefields. The horizontal black line separates the data sets optimized with either the IdealDNA (top) and BDNA98 (bottom) homopolymeric forcefields. (Left) Molecular models of the optimized 150-bp minicircles. For each circle, rectangular blocks are used to represent base pairs connecting to a smooth sugar-phosphate backbone chain. Silver faces represent minor groove edges of the base pair. The three initial conditions P-14 (green), P-15 (yellow), and R-15 (blue) optimized with the IdealDNA forcefield (top) produced planar circles with uniform radius and no writhe. The three initial conditions optimized with the BDNA98 forcefield (bottom) resulted in circular structures with fluctuating radii and bp-step bend but with no geometric writhe. (Right) The 3-D curves of the optimized 150-bp minicircles reconstructed from principal component analysis of the base pair origins. Each 3-D principal component path has 2-D projections on the \( \hat{e}_1-\hat{e}_2 \) and \( \hat{e}_1-\hat{e}_3 \) planes to highlight any structural variations. Optimization with the IdealDNA forcefield (top) resulted in perfectly planar structures as seen by uniform centerline curves with no variation in the \( \hat{e}_1-\hat{e}_3 \) projection. Optimization using the BDNA98 forcefield (bottom) resulted in structures that, while producing a uniform circle in the \( \hat{e}_1-\hat{e}_2 \) plane, shows a degree of variance in the \( \hat{e}_1-\hat{e}_3 \) plane. Additionally, the P-15 and R-15 principal components appear to be out of phase yet has the same wavelength and frequency.
Figure A.IV. 2. The bp-step roll and tilt parameters with respect to the $1/2 k_BT$ energy barrier of the 150-bp minicircles. (Left) Optimized bp step roll and tilt from IdealDNA optimizations of the P-14 (green ○), P-15 (yellow ▲), and R-15 (blue ▲) initial circles resulted in a uniform circle where each point results in a bend angle of $2.4^\circ$ (Equation 6). The center of both the energy barrier (dashed line) and the circle made by the optimized parameters lies at $(0^\circ, 0^\circ)$, the intrinsic values of Ideal DNA. (Right) Optimized bp step roll and tilt from BDNA98 optimizations of the P-14, P-15, and R-15 initial circles result in a similar dispersion of points where, again, each point corresponds to a bend angle of $2.4^\circ$, yet the center of the energy barrier shifts to a roll of $1.4^\circ$. 
Figure A.IV. 3. The optimized elastic energy per base-pair step along the 150-bp minicircle sequence obtained using the Trifonov twist-only forcefield. The columns of this figure are organized based on initial circles (Lk 14 left, Lk 15 right) and the rows organized by total energy (top), dimer-twist energy (middle), and dimer-bend energy (bottom) in units of k_B T. In each plot, there is no variation in dimer energetic values across all sequences (colored lines: A_1G_1 green, A_2G_2 dark blue, A_3G_3 red, A_4G_4 blue, and A_5G_5 gold). The differences in total energy among the different optimized states are directly tied to differences in twist energy as the bend energy does not deviate from 0.123 k_B T/step, an energy value associated with the 2.4° dimer-level bend for a planar circle.
Figure A.IV.4. The optimized elastic energy per base-pair step along the 150-bp minicircle sequence obtained using the Zhurkin roll-specific forcefield. The columns of this figure are organized based on initial circles (Lk 14 left, Lk 15 right) and the rows are organized by total energy (top), dimer-twist energy (middle), and dimer-bend energy (bottom) in units of $k_B T$. Use of a roll-specific forcefield resulted in a variance in dimeric energy which appears to increase as the number of homodimeric tracts increase. While periodic behavior can be seen for the $A_1G_1$ (green), $A_2G_2$ (dark blue) and $A_3G_3$ (red) sequences in both topological states, the total energy of the $A_4G_4$ (blue) sequences has a high region in the middle of the sequence and lower energy regions at the start. Additionally, the difference in $A_5G_5$ (gold) energy values is striking, with the Lk 14 circle containing regions of high and low energy while the Lk 15 circle has the lowest total energy/step. The breakdown of the dimer twist and bend energies shows out-of-phase behavior of the energy profiles: local twist energy extrema coincide with bend energy extrema. The regions of low and high energy are tied to bend energy as these profiles show similar overall increases and decreases along the sequence. See Supplemental Table A.IV.1 for mean values and associated deviations.
Table A.IV. 1 The mean elastic energy/step of the 150-bp minicircles optimized with the Zhurkin roll-specific forcefield. The table includes the total, twist, and bend energy/step with each associated standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Total Energy/step ($k_B T, \pm \sigma_E$)</th>
<th>Twist Energy/step ($k_B T, \pm \sigma_E$)</th>
<th>Bend Energy/step ($k_B T, \pm \sigma_E$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lk 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1 G_1$</td>
<td>0.143 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.020 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.123 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2 G_2$</td>
<td>0.135 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.015 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.120 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3 G_3$</td>
<td>0.137 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.014 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.123 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4 G_4$</td>
<td>0.128 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.117 ± 0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_5 G_5$</td>
<td>0.168 ± 0.124</td>
<td>0.036 ± 0.045</td>
<td>0.131 ± 0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lk 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1 G_1$</td>
<td>0.198 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.074 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.124 ± 0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2 G_2$</td>
<td>0.204 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.084 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.120 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3 G_3$</td>
<td>0.211 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.088 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.123 ± 0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4 G_4$</td>
<td>0.210 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.093 ± 0.021</td>
<td>0.117 ± 0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_5 G_5$</td>
<td>0.101 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.085 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.IV. 5. Relationship of the optimized configurations of the A₄G₄ minicircles of both Lk 14 (left) and Lk 15 (right) with changes in dimeric bend and twist. (A) Pairs of molecular models for the Lk 14 (top) and Lk 15 (bottom) circles looking down the central axis. Each model pair is colored based on a minimum-median-maximum color gradient, with the external model detailing optimized bend (blue-white-red color scheme) and the internal model detailing optimized twist (green-white-red). Each model pair shows that where there are regions of structural bend in the circle there are regions of high dimer bend and twist, which is not seen with the Lk 14 A₅G₅ writhed circle. (B) The mean shifted optimized twist (green) and bend (blue) parameters along the minicircle sequence. The background is colored to highlight stretches of homopolymer sequences with the top horizontal axis labeled to indicate poly-A (pale yellow) and poly-G (grey) tracts. Parametric profiles for both the Lk 14 (top) and Lk 15 (bottom) circles show that as dimer twist increases so too does dimer bend, as seen in (A), but twist does not vary as erratically along the sequence as bend.
Figure A.IV. 6. Linear models of A₄G₄ and A₅G₅ sequences of length 150-bp optimized with the Zhurkin roll-specific forcefield. DNA base pairs are represented in block form with silver edges representative of minor groove faces. The A₄G₄ linear model (blue) appears to have a regular spiral about the helical axis while the A₅G₅ linear model (yellow) is a highly curved structure such that a 2-D projection would show a half-circular configuration. Both model fragments are arranged such that the central base pair has the same orientation in space while the views are either along the profile (top left), rotated 90° about the global x-axis (bottom left), and rotated 100° about vertical axis (right).
Figure A.IV. 7. Linear models of the A$_4$G$_4$ (top) and A$_5$G$_5$ sequences (bottom) of length 150-bp optimized with all three sequence-specific forcefields. For each sequence, the linear models are superimposed onto the first base pair. The linear models of the A$_4$G$_4$ sequence (top) show relatively linear tracts for each with the Zhurkin-optimized (green) and combined Zhurkin/Trifonov-optimized (red) structures deviating from Trifonov-optimized (orange) trajectory. Both forcefields, which have non-zero roll values, follow similar trajectories. This is again observed with the A$_5$G$_5$ sequence models (bottom) where the roll-influenced models show the circular path seen in Supplemental Figure A.IV.6 although the ends are in the same space as the A$_4$G$_4$ models. Supplemental Table A.IV.2 shows the sequence alignment RMSD scores that relates each of these structural models.
Table A.IV. 2. Sequence alignment scores* of the $A_4G_4$ and $A_5G_5$ linear models seen in Supplemental Figure A.IV.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Trifonov model</th>
<th>Zhurkin model</th>
<th>Zhurkin/Trifonov model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trifonov model</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.11 Å</td>
<td>2.95 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhurkin model</td>
<td>56.56 Å</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.24 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhurkin/Trifonov</td>
<td>54.61 Å</td>
<td>2.71 Å</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The RMSD values (in Å) are calculated from a pair of rest-state models used.
Cells in blue are associated with the $A_4G_4$ linear models and cells in gold are for $A_5G_5$ linear models.
Figure A.IV. 8. The optimized elastic energy per base-pair step along the 150-bp minicircle sequence obtained using the combined Zhurkin/Trifonov forcefield. The columns of this figure are organized based on initial circles (Lk 14 left, Lk 15 right) and the rows are organized by total energy (top), dimer-twist energy (middle), and dimer-bend energy (bottom) in units of $k_B T$. As seen previously with the Zhurkin roll-specific optimization findings in Supplemental Figure A.IV.4, use of non-zero roll values results in variance of dimeric energy which, again, appears to increase as the number of homodimeric tracts increases. However, as this forcefield also contains sequence-specific twist values, a separation of total and twist energy values is observed and is somewhat reflective of the energy profiles seen previously with the Trifonov twist-specific optimization findings in Supplemental Figure A.IV.3. This combined model does bring into sharper relief the periodic behavior of the dimer energy, as seen with the Zhurkin optimization. However, while the pattern of high and low total energy/step regions is again observed with the A$_4$G$_4$ sequence for both Lk 14 and Lk 15 circles, it is also seen with the A$_2$G$_2$ sequence. This is further observed in the bend energy/step plots. See Supplemental Table A.IV.3 for mean values and associated deviations.
Table A.IV. 3. The mean elastic energy/step of the 150-bp minicircles optimized with the combined Zhurkin/Trifonov forcefield. The table includes the total, the twist, and the bend energy/step with each associated standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Total Energy/step ((k_B T, \pm \sigma_E))</th>
<th>Twist Energy/step ((k_B T, \pm \sigma_E))</th>
<th>Bend Energy/step ((k_B T, \pm \sigma_E))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lk 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_1G_1)</td>
<td>0.163 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.040 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.123 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_2G_2)</td>
<td>0.120 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.0003 ± 0.0003</td>
<td>0.120 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_3G_3)</td>
<td>0.125 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.002 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.123 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_4G_4)</td>
<td>0.121 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.116 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_5G_5)</td>
<td>0.164 ± 0.120</td>
<td>0.032 ± 0.039</td>
<td>0.131 ± 0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lk 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_1G_1)</td>
<td>0.169 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.045 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.123 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_2G_2)</td>
<td>0.303 ± 0.012</td>
<td>0.182 ± 0.010</td>
<td>0.121 ± 0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_3G_3)</td>
<td>0.260 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.136 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.124 ± 0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_4G_4)</td>
<td>0.236 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.118 ± 0.024</td>
<td>0.117 ± 0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_5G_5)</td>
<td>0.112 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.096 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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